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A survey was circulated among the

students taking the two RIBA Bee Schools

at Rhode Island College and at URI this

spring. This initial survey of our newest

beekeepers is the beginning of an effort

to learn more about Rhode Island

beekeepers, beginning with our newest

beekeepers, or potential beekeepers.

These students were surveyed for

information regarding their backgrounds

and motives for becoming beekeepers.

Forty-five persons completed the survey.

The first question asked was where the

student learned about the RIBA bee school.

The responses indicated that they learned

about the Bee Schools in the following ways:

(1) through the RIBA website (n18); (2)

through a friend (n21); (3) the RIC

beehives and workshops on beekeeping

(n3); or from family members (n3). Various

newspapers, including, the Valley Breeze

(14) and other local community papers were

the source for 25 other persons. Thus, we

learn that the overwhelming majority of new

beekeepers have learned about the RIBA

Bee Schools though the RIBA website or

through a friend who told them about the

schools.

The survey wrote “People are interested

in bees and beekeeping for many reasons;

state briefly why you decided to take this

class.” Many respondents gave more than

one reason for their interest in beekeeping.

Their answers were as follows from most

to least common:

Honey (n24) and comb (n1); pollination

(n20); gardening (n13); interesting hobby;

learn more about bees/beekeeping (n16);

‘help the bees’, biodiversity (n12);

fascinated with bees/nature education

(n11); medical & nutritional uses of honey

& hive products (n11); family activity, good

activity for children, family member got me

interested (n10); country life, part of

homesteading (n7); decline of the bees,

CCD (n5);  returning beekeeper (n4);

economic benefit (n3); urban farming (n1);

religious inspiration (n1).

And in response to the question: Are you

planning to begin beekeeping this year?

 Yes (57); No (2); hopefully (3). Thus, overwhelmingly

people take the Bee School classes when they are

planning to begin beekeeping.

And the responses to, “How many hives are you

planning?”  1-2 (53); 3-4 (7); 8 (1); Unsure (13).

Overwhelmingly, the survey confirms what we

already know anecdotally that the vast majority of

RI beekeepers will maintain one to two beehives.

Where are our new beekeepers planning to keep

their hives? Where will your hives be located?  1)

Urban location (city of more than 25,000)  (n18);

2) suburban, outside city limits (n19); primarily rural

location (n35); Other individual responses: “our

100 acres;” waterfront Sakonnet river, Prudence

island, rural Glouster, Mill village.  So, clearly,

despite the rise in urban beekeeping, the majority

of RI beekeepers plan to locate their hives in

‘primarily rural or suburban locations’, although the

‘urban location’ represents a significant minority.

In response to the question, “In what other

aspects of bees and beekeeping do you have an

interest?” The responses are revealing and might

suggest some future topics for our monthly

meetings.  Medical uses of honey, pollen (n24);

Beeswax candles, products and uses (n17); other

uses for natural honey (n4); cooking with honey

(n4); “slow, simple, happy living” (n4); learning

about nature (n4) bee sting therapy (n3).

This first survey of future RI beekeepers should

lead to surveying our more experienced

beekeepers to learn more about the local practice

of beekeeping with an eye to improving our

collective knowledge and skills. A survey of those

who  sign on for the Intermediate Bee Schools this

summer at RIC will add to this growing data and

knowledge base. Thanks to all who filled out the

surveys and to their instructors Betty Mencucci

and Jeff McGuire who distributed them.
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Our son-in-law Will Post returned in March from

an 18-month period of service as a US Agency for

International Development (USAID) program officer

in Helmand Province, Afghanistan. One of his last

projects involved the revival of a previous aid project

that involved support of local beekeeping. Histori-

cally honey hunting and the keeping of bees is an-

cient in Afghanistan, together with a similar history in

neighboring Persia (Iran) and India. Unfortunately,

Helmandis’ retained knowledge of beekeeping and

feral hive honey collecting is limited.  This is largely

due to decades of war, harsh climatic conditions,

and neglect due to extreme poverty leaving

Afghanistan’s infrastructure in rubble and decay. Ag-

riculture accounts for 95% of livelihoods in Helmand

and is crucial to national food security and economic

growth. To help address these issues, American and

British aid workers are using beekeeping as a devel-

opment strategy with the hope it will help improve

livelihoods while also undermining the poppy-opium

agriculture. Indeed in 2011 poppy-opium production

was down by 15%, certainly not all due to the substi-

tution of beekeeping, but it is proving to have some

potential in doing so.

According to Will Post, in 2013 there was a re-

vival of a beekeeping project that began in 2012.

This involved the use of local bees with USAID pro-

viding the necessary equipment: Langstroth hives,

protective clothing, honey extractors, and so forth. It

was an initial good effort that didn’t entirely suc-

ceed. Each of seven Afghan men received four hives

each although they had no previous experience with

beekeeping.  The hives were set up in home com-

pounds in and around Sangin (a city of about 20,000

people) in southwestern Afghanistan. They were

received in late winter and early spring, but by the

time Will saw them on January 29, 2013, most still

had bees but the hives had become depleted and

weak because there was no follow up education or

maintenance.

Although the Afghan men received no training,
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By Carolyn Fluehr-Lobban they intuitively brought the hives into their homes

on bitter cold nights.  They used burlap covering

(see picture) between the outer cover  for insu-

lation from the cold for the bees. Many were miss-

ing the inner coves. The local floral sources in-

clude their famous poppies-- which flower and

are harvested in April-- and also pomegranate,

apricot, and grapes. Bees are important pollina-

tors not only for these fruits but also for oilseed

crops.

According to the US Army Agricultural Devel-

opment Team (ADT/US Army) “many colonies

were destroyed during the wars. We are doing

hands on training, taking wax and making foun-

dation. Afghan honey is highly valued on the world

market and honey production has the value of

being self-sustaining and income producing.” The

Paktya Beekeeping Association in the eastern dis-

trict near to the Pakistan border reports that the

cost for the initial supply of bees is about $10 and

there are no reports of varroa mites – a local

beekeeper asked “What are mites?”

Will reported that for this project he tracked

down the seven Afghan men who had received

basic bee keeping equipment last year, but did not

receive any training whatsoever. While visiting

one such beekeeper’s compound he confirmed

that last spring the farmer was given 4 “boxes,” 2

of which had hives, an extractor, and a protec-

tive suit. The picture of a hive interior below is of

the one hive that was still alive, but was very

weak. The Afghan reported that every night he

moved his last, living hive indoors during the cold

winter nights and he set the hive under his pome-

granate tree during hot summer days.

With some advice from me, Will put together a

rudimentary training for these beekeepers includ-

ing information on the following topics

1. Bee box placement and maintenance

2. Basic needs of the hive - water,

    shelter, cold-weather support, pests

3. What is a hive - queen, drones, workers

    and their roles and locations in a hive

4. Life cycle of a bee and a queen

5. Honey extraction - how to id honey v.

    brood, times of year, when not to harvest

Due to the security situation in Helmand province,

Will was unable to visit individual compounds so

the local beekeepers were willing to come onto

his base where the tutorial took place. Before

leaving the country Will hoped to track down a

local Afghan expert who would follow up with

these interested beekeepers. Tapping into the lo-

cal history of beekeeping and honey hunting is a

key to future success as well the important cul-

tural factor that beehives can be kept in family

compounds where women can be involved with

the process of harvesting and bottling

the honey for local sale. Will reported

that keeping bees is “an easy income

generating project to introduce. Pure

honey is scarce in the bazaars, there is

an obvious market for beekeepers to fill.”

Also, honey collecting and keeping bees

is approved of in Islam; in fact there is a

chapter in the Koran entitled “The Bee.”

Even the Taliban approved of the involve-

ment of women in beekeeping as this

economic activity can take place within

the confines and security of the home

compound. Women are reportedly pre-

paring hive products such as skin oint-

ments for additional income.

American USAID has also been ac-

tive in Bamiyan Province in central Af-

ghanistan where they have funded,

through Community Based Stabilization

Grants (CBSG), beekeeping and honey

production for women that aims to de-

crease poverty and improve overall food

security. In this instance each woman

was trained in beekeeping skills and was

given two hives each.

Beekeeping is a well-established devel-

opment strategy being used by aid work-

ers all over the economically developing

world. Due to the chronic state of war,

Afghanistan has some special consid-

erations, but nonetheless beekeeping

and honey production have proved to

be an effective tool in peace building,

alleviation of poverty, and improvement

in the status of Afghan women.

 Unused hive and extractor distributed

by USAID as found in a compound near

the Sangin Bazaar.

A week hive found in the same com-

pound. This hive had survived a year with

well-intentioned, but very poor bee keep-

ing practices such as moving indoors and

closing the entrance at night to help keep

the bees warm in the winter.

Interior of a surviving hive, as pictured above

Afghan men with honey extractor
(all photos courtesy of Will Post)

Contact Will Post at [wnpost@gmail.com]



PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE

WHAT IF NO ONE CARED?

That was a sign that hung in Clarence Monroe's feed supply store in

East Providence back in the 1970's.  Clarence was my mentor.

Only two months into my Presidency and I am getting more  and

more excited everyday about the opportunity to share some of my

insights and goals to make more beekeepers love this hobby as

much as I have for the last 40 years.

My  goal,  as President is to encourage as many beekeepers as

possible to continue to learn and strive to be long term beekeepers.

If I can help as many new beekeepers as possible get through their

first year with all the problems that go along with it -- bad queens,

mites, bad weather,  and winter --and have them have live hives in

the spring,  then I will feel very good about my accomplishments as

President.    Nothing keeps us more  enthused about beekeeping

than after a long, cold winter seeing our healthy bees flying in March.

Most new beekeepers would not give up this hobby so quickly if  we

could help them get through their first winter and have a healthy hive

going into the spring.

I'm sure I'm not the only one thinking.... where did SPRING go?    I

took over as President and discussed at the April meeting that

swarm prevention was right around the corner-- the height of swarm-

ing being  right around Mother's Day.    Some of our seasoned

beekeepers ( including myself)  added supers, reversed hive bod-

ies, checked for queen cells and yes indeed the hives swarmed

just as nature has made them swarm for hundreds of years!  Some-

times it doesn't matter  what you do, the bees are going to swarm.

Ironically,  it usually is a sign of good beekeeping having hives

strong enough to swarm.  Try to remember this  as you see 60% of

your girls and your most precious queen fly away --it is just nature

working wonders again!    For the areas in the state that have Black

Locus trees,  they were out in full bloom for a good extended time

that helped to produced some nice spring honey .  Now that they
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are done,  we are hopefully right in between another honey flow.  I think our

next chance in the northern part of the state for a good flow is sumac.

However,  sumac doesn't always produce honey so we will see!

This year I will be trying many new things with our Association.  The use of

name tags went very well  at our first meeting.  In June we will try having the

name tags color coded by county.  We hope this will be beneficial to newcom-

ers helping  them see who the other beekeepers are in their area.    We will

continue to discuss topics that are important to beekeepers new and old.

Our May meeting was  held  on a Friday night and was attended by over 85

people!   I will try to continue to change up the locations and nights so that we

are able to attract some of the people that found Sunday afternoons meetings

difficult  to attend.   Starting at the June meeting we will be giving away five

beekeeping items at every meeting --could be bottles for your honey,  supers,

frames, sugar to feed your bees-- each month there will be different items.

You'll need to be present to win.

I understand that not everyone will jump on board with all my ideas but that

is how a good organization is suppose to work and  I love a good debate!

Just remember that at the end of the day,  we all want the Rhode Island

Beekeepers Association to be a place for new and old beekeepers to come

and learn, share stories and continue to love being involved in such a re-

warding hobby.     If you have any  ideas how to make our Association  better,

please send me an email.  I look forward to your new ideas.

WHAT IF NO ONE CARED?

Please know, I do care and I am looking forward to the months ahead.
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RIBA Summer Meetings

The June meeting was held at Rhode Island College on Saturday,

June 15th from 3PM to 5PM. With perfect weather and 80+ attendees,

the two hives that were installed a year ago for education of the public

were opened and discussed by RIBA caretakers Scott Langlais and

Ed Lafferty. Several dozen veiled observers crowding into the fenced

area that protects both the bees and general public.  The two hives-

labeled “Queen Latifah” and “Queen Bee-atrice” were compared, un-

derscoring the advantage of having a second hive for monitoring over-

all health and development of a colony as the season progresses.

‘Bee-atrice’ recently had a nuc added to bolster it and the positive result

was evident.

President Chuck Woods convened the business meeting with news

that a long-awaited  Intermediate Bee School has been scheduled at

RIC for July 19 and 20, with rain dates to be announced. A call for

registration will be sent out by email to the RIBA membership. He noted

that RIBA owns three honey extractors that can be rented for $10—

please contact Chuck for information and availability. The cost will be

$35 for members and $50 for non-members. This was followed by a

welcome from Jim Murphy, Sustainability Coordinator at RIC and new

beekeeper who reviewed how the hives at RIC have been visited by

elementary school children from Henry Barnard school on campus. He

spoke of plans for a bee cam, weather station, and  educational signage

at the hives site. State Bee Inspector Jim Lawson gave his contact

information (222-2788, ext. 4519) and offered to visit attendees’ hive

and inspect them for any signs of disease and overall well-being.  News-

letter editor Carolyn Fluehr –Lobban related that a film on RI beekeep-

The August 11 meeting will be at the Faella Farm and will include a cookout (bring your own items for the grill) and end of summer tips.

July 14, (Sunday) 4:00 pm: at Lynn Davignon’s home 11 Wagon Road • Cumberland, RI 020864.

August 11, (Sunday) 2:00 pm: at the Faella Farm

September 8 (Sunday) 2:00 pm: Location to be announced

Check website for updates

ing and the RIC beehives was made by Brown University student Kayleigh

Butera and will be shown at a future RIBA meeting. She also noted that RIBA

will be participating in Whole Foods’ Pollinator Week events on June 17 and

21 during which an information table will be run by Celeste Nadworny and

Carolyn Fluehr-Lobban.

President Woods’ talk focused on  questions such as should I still be

feeding packages?   Is there a honey flow on? What flowers or trees are

they getting it from?   Do I still have to do swarm control?    When can I

extract the honey?    Where did all the ANTS come from and how do I get rid

of them?   Helpful tips, such as using cinnamon to rid the hive of ants; do not

to feed sugar water while honey supers are on; don’t cut out queen cells as

if the hive is bound to swarm you will have destroyed the future queen; when

feeding 2:1 water/sugar mixture is good and several experienced beekeep-

ers reported they use “Honey B Healthy” nutritional supplement. Add a

teaspoon of vinegar if you discover mold in your sugar syrup.

The meeting broke for pizza (compliments of RIBA) and drinks and a

raffle-- a new feature at the end of each monthly meeting-- where 3 slatted

bottom boards and a hive rack were won by 4 lucky winners.

The July and August meeting topics will include queen marking, using

drone bees as “guinea pigs” (:)) and ventilation of hives in the summer months.

The July 14 Sunday meeting at 4:00PM will take place at the home of Lynn

Davignon, 11 Wagon Road, Cumberland, RI 020864 and will include  marking

queen demonstrations,  getting ready for wax moths, hive ventilation in the

heat,  mite control- August is the best time for treatment.

 



In New England, weather for the spring offered some very cold tem-

peratures in the month of March which were lower than normal, but the

region rebounded and the later spring has produced abundant rain and

sunshine resulting in better than average pollen and nectar sources and

active foraging by honeybees.  Early spring ornamentals such as pussy

willow, hazelnut catkins, skunk cabbage, poison ivy, swamp red maple,

winter aconite as well as snow drops, snowflakes, were n bloom by April.

In southern New England bees were visible returning to their to their hives

with their pollen sacks brimming with orange, yellow and cream colored

pollen from crocus, daffodils, and witch hazel. Still most southern New

England keepers fed light sugar syrup to stimulate egg lying and to in-

crease early populations looking ahead to apple and fruit pollination in

April/May.  Seasoned keepers feed with caution because swarm control is

a major tenet of successful beekeeping.

In this regard, colonies that show ample

capped honey cells might just need light

feeding or none at all depending on hive

activity and/or floral sources that are

blooming around your area. The swarm-

ing urges starts early in the season per-

haps as early as winter. The mild 2012-

2013 winter meant an early spring 2013

swarm season. Swarming is a reproduc-

tion mechanism in nature whereby a good,

healthy, successful hive has expanded

where there are so many bees that the

colony decides it can successfully divides

mainly because of congestion in the brood

nest and overcrowding occurs as a result

of good brood production. Many beekeep-

ers in New England feel that adding space

will control swarming because the lack of

space is a swarm trigger, however it won’t prevent swarming. Additional

swarm triggers are nectar stimulus, spring stimulus, and congestion of the

brood nest, overcrowding, aging queens and varroa loading. Swarm pre-

vention is helped along when you carefully limit your sugar feedings so that

there are no more than 4 frames of honey or syrup per active brood cham-

ber. In this regard, care should be taken when feeding so as not to overdo

it and push the queen into laying more brood than the bees can cover, in the

event of major cold weather occurring and creating chilled brood conditions.

A common New England space management practice is to swap brood

chambers. Swapping brood chambers can be done every time the upper

most brood chamber becomes congested to the point that it is full of brood.

This will promote 15 to 18% more brood production; however one must wait

until the brood occupies most of the available space and there are enough

nurse bees to keep the chamber warm when it is put on the bottom board.

Most New England keepers believe that making nucs is the most

reliable control method as it fools the bees into thinking that they have

already swarmed. Keepers make the split and put the old queen into the

split and the parent colony is left to make their own queen. Reportedly,

keepers look for signs of drone production, as we often see swarms a

month after drone cells appear. March losses are not uncommon because

bees are aging and the colonies stores have dwindled.  As we finally have

a break from winter, and warmer temperatures with light rain will proceed

to cause snow to melt, and keepers will have the ability to inspect their

hives.  Early reports are encouraging, as we are hearing that many bee-

keepers have strong colonies coming out of another long and recently

cold winter.  Deep snow was a help as it provided insulation for hives.

Many keepers, both hobbyists and commercial, have expressed a frus-
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tration about over wintering because purportedly, their bees going into

winter were strong and had plenty of food but experienced losses at 25%

after checking.  Those hives that died were small in population going into

winter and probably lacked the critical mass to maintain temperatures

within the cluster.  The second reason was starvation, especially in single

colonies as they simply ran out of honey. Russian honeybee colonies

looked to be the most enduring as they can survive on less honey and

get by with smaller populations.  In New England, comprehensively, colo-

nies reported losses were variable.  The individuals reporting no loss or

little loss seemed to have feed bees or left plenty of winter feed honey and

treated for mites.  Experienced keepers that consistently check and treat

for disease and mites claim that if a keeper does not know what is going

on in a hive, they are at risk. Consequently, successful strong survival

always seems to point to the adminis-

tration of a mite treatment program, pri-

marily using formic acid last fall.  Most

mite/disease treated apiaries, which had

gone into over wintering strong, were

still in reportedly good condition this

spring, while weaker hives will require

packages to build up their colonies.  In

this writer’s opinion, most hive losses

were due to a combination of varroa

mites, nosema, small clusters within the

hive, and neglected monitoring for

supplemental feeding needs, hence

many cases of starvation. The varroa

mites took a bigger bite last year due to

problems of treatment.  Queen breed-

ers and nuc/package producers have

been busy taking orders in anticipation

of an early spring demand.

New England weather for the month of April was intermittently wet

and cooler than in prior years. This weather pattern featured cooler,

unstable temperatures with a mixture of some mild to warm days and

some unseasonable warm days sporadically placed along the month. In

April spring finally arrived, which is the exact opposite of last year, when

New England experienced early warm weather patterns and swarming

started at the end of March. All regions reported high moisture levels and

this should help push earlier than normal ornamental and floral sources for

pollen and nectar such as quaking aspen, alder, spice bush, sassafras,

leather leaf, pin cherry, blueberry and many varieties of apple bloom espe-

cially crab apple. In Southern New England, colonies rapidly strengthened.

The weather started to cooperate by mid-April and bees started to forage

in force. Queens have started to strongly lay with nucleus colonies building

so fast that divides and splits are necessary to prevent swarming. Report-

edly all keepers are active in checking food sources weekly, are reversing

hive bodies as fast as every two weeks to keep the brood in the bottom and

will add a super before the bees get crowded. Queens are now laying

larger patterns of brood; colonies are expanding brood nests and bringing

in good amounts of pollen and nectar when they are not experiencing cold

weather.  Feeding is always very heavy and important to monitor for this

time of year. Beekeepers continue to administer pollen supports and supple-

mental feedings on a need basis and will make sure that syrup 2:1 or 1:1 is

available on the hive until combs are drawn out.

Weather for May featured a pattern that has been seasonal with

temperatures normal for most of the month in Southern New England.

Precipitation for the month was above normal with all regions reporting
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high moisture levels that helped push earlier than normal ornamental

and floral sources for pollen and nectar such as dandelion as well as

ornamental Japanese maple, red maple, willows and crab apple. Rainy

conditions have helped dandelions produce more nectar and pollen as

they exhibit shallow roots. Its nectar is very tasty and produces golden

honey that is strong in flavor and the pollen is orange in color. Additional

early sources exhibiting early bloom were chokecherry), black cherry,

blackberry, pin cherry, peaches, plums, apples, as well as honeysuckle,

blueberry, black locust, glossy buckthorn, hawkweed(king devil), chive,

mustard and lilac. Additional good pollen plants are greater celandine,

autumn olive, Russian olive  and silverberry. Bees are actively collecting

from other pollen and nectar sources such as greater celandine, dog-

wood, honeysuckle, numerous clovers, mostly sweet clover, lilac, mus-

tard, glossy buckthorn, hawkweed, mint, chive, black cherry, wild flow-

ers and other flowering ornamental trees and shrubs.

Seasoned beekeepers have noted that we are facing a possible

swarming problem this spring especially in southern New England

whereby spurts of really warm weather have created for many keepers,

fast fills of medium supers of honey this spring already, with extremely

fast pollen loads and some nectar now coming on. Overall in New En-

gland and especially in Massachusetts, demand for startup and re-

placement bees has been strong. Massachusetts State bee inspectors

report up to 50% or more of hive winter losses. Keepers that have

recently received package bees/nucs or are about to, are just setting up

in anticipation and are hopeful for a strong summer production season.

Purportedly, Prices for package bees range from $70.00 to $100.00

mostly $85.00 for a 3 lb. package with queen with many regional bee-

keeping associations offering this price scheme lineup. Reportedly, 3 to

5 frame nuclei colonies average $100.00 to $150.00 depending on being

Italian or Russian; whereby nuclei colonies usually develop 5 to 6 weeks

ahead of package startups with less Supercedure problems due to

population imbalances before new brood starts to hatch. Reportedly,

packages that loose queens can develop laying workers quickly.

Beekeepers are currently using formic acid treatments, Mite Away,

Apistan and Terramycin mix early to the top frames, in response to

addressing possible fast developing varroa mite infestation. The varroa

mite pest feeds on the honeybee hem lymph or bee blood and can be

seen feeding on the developing larvae as well as on adult bees. Terramycin

is usually used to fight American foul brood and will kill bacteria but does

not eliminate American foul brood spores. The best rule of thumb is to get

these medications done before the honey flow starts, so early April is the

best time or keepers will need to wait till late August/September thus

after the last honey flow has ended. Comprehensively for all of New

England, the 2013 season will be a rebuilding year for many Northeast

beekeepers as they replace lost colonies, and produce smaller honey

crops. This past long winter combined with the determinants of pesti-

cides, varroa mites and viruses contributed to many hives losses as

we saw too many hives that should have survived, just not make it

successfully into this spring. Demand at all retail/wholesale outlets

remains good and honey sales remain firm. Prices quoted for retail 1lb

bottled units were higher and quoted at $7.00 to $11.00 mostly $10.00

and occasionally higher inclusive of all varieties; for food service op-

erations prices were strong with 5 gallon units selling at $185.00 to

$225.00 mostly $220.00 occasionally higher for all raw and natural

honey depending on variety and quality.

In New England, bees wax is a valuable commodity and availability

fluctuates with honey production. The best wax comes from the cappings

that are removed to open honey extraction. This capping wax is light

white to light yellow as other wax is rendered from old comb and

scrapings from the hive. Wax is sold by the pound, by color, and by

cleanliness. Wax must be melted and filtered to clean impurities in

order to achieve the best color. Uncleaned wax sells for far less as

there is considerable work involved in cleaning for use as candle wax.

Many keepers sell canary/yellow color wax for candle making and the

color is determined by the pollen and honey color. White wax is the

most expensive. Gray colored utility wax can be bought for less. Many

commercial companies buy lots of wax to make “comb foundation” that

is sold to beekeepers to make new frames and comb. Additionally,

beeswax is sold to candle and musical instrument makers as well as

manufactures of cosmetics, furniture polish, leather waterproofing,

soaps, dental industry and hundreds of other minor uses. Current

wholesale prices quoted exclusively for white, cleaned beeswax are

steady and for 1lb block units at $5.50 to $5.75 mostly $5.75 and for

50lb block units at $4.50 to $5.00 mostly $5.00. Retail white and cleaned

beeswax prices reported are $16.00 to $20.00 per pound mostly $18.50.



TESTS SHOW MOST STORE HONEY ISN’T HONEY
Ultra-filtering Removes Pollen, Hides Honey Origins, by Andrew Schneider

summarized from Food Safety News | November 7, 2011

      More than three-fourths of the honey sold in U.S. grocery stores isn’t exactly what the bees produce, according to testing done exclusively for Food

Safety News. The results show that the pollen frequently has been filtered out of products labeled “honey.” The removal of these microscopic particles

from deep within a flower would make the nectar flunk the quality standards set by most of the world’s food safety agencies. The food safety divisions of

the  World Health Organization, the European Commission and dozens of others also have ruled that without pollen there is no way to determine whether

the honey came from legitimate and safe sources.

      In the U.S., the Food and Drug Administration says that any product that has been ultra-filtered and no longer contains pollen isn’t honey. However,

the FDA isn’t checking honey sold here to see if it contains pollen. Ultra filtering is a high-tech procedure where honey is heated, sometimes watered down

and then forced at high pressure through extremely small filters to remove pollen, which is the only foolproof sign identifying the source of the honey. It

is a spin-off of a technique refined by the Chinese, who have illegally dumped tons of their honey – some containing illegal antibiotics – on the U.S. market

for years.

Food Safety News decided to test honey sold in various outlets after its earlier investigation found U.S. groceries flooded with Indian honey banned in

Europe as unsafe because of contamination with antibiotics, heavy metal and a total lack of pollen which prevented tracking its origin.

      Food Safety News purchased more than 60 jars, jugs and plastic bears of honey in 10 states and the District of Columbia. The contents were analyzed

for pollen by Vaughn Bryant, a professor at Texas A&M University and one of the nation’s premier melissopalynologists, or investigators of pollen in honey.

Bryant, who is director of the Palynology Research Laboratory, found that among the containers of honey provided by Food Safety News:

         • 76 percent of samples bought at groceries had all the pollen removed, These were stores like TOP Food, Safeway,

           Giant Eagle, QFC, Kroger, Metro Market, Harris Teeter, A&P, Stop & Shop and King Soopers.

         • 100 percent of the honey sampled from drugstores like Walgreens, Rite-Aid and CVS Pharmacy had no pollen.

         • 77 percent of the honey sampled from big box stores like Costco, Sam’s Club, Walmart, Target and H-E-B had the pollen filtered out.

          • 100 percent of the honey packaged in the small individual service portions from Smucker, McDonald’s and KFC had the pollen removed.

      Bryant found that every one of the samples Food Safety News bought at farmers markets, co-ops and “natural” stores like PCC and Trader Joe’s had

the full, anticipated, amount of pollen.

And if you have to buy at major grocery chains, the analysis found that your odds are somewhat better of getting honey that wasn’t ultra-filtered if you buy

brands labeled as organic. Out of seven samples tested, five (71 percent) were heavy with pollen. All of the organic honey was produced in Brazil,

according to the labels.

The National Honey Board, a federal research and promotion organization under USDA oversight, says the bulk of foreign honey (at least 60

percent or more) is sold to the food industry for use in baked goods, beverages, sauces and processed foods.  Food Safety News did not examine these

products for this story.

      Some U.S. honey packers didn’t want to talk about how they process their merchandise.

One who did was Bob Olney, of Honey Tree Inc., in Michigan, who sells its Winnie the Pooh honey in Walmart stores.  Bryant’s analysis of the contents

of the container made in Winnie’s image found that the pollen had been removed.

      Olney says that his honey came from suppliers in Montana, North Dakota and Alberta. “It was filtered in processing because North American

shoppers want their honey crystal clear,” he said. The packers of Silverbow Honey added: “The grocery stores want processed honey as it lasts longer

on the shelves.” However, most beekeepers say traditional filtering used by most will catch bee parts, wax, debris from the hives and other visible

contaminants but will leave the pollen in place. He says that there are many different filtering methods used by beekeepers and honey packers.“We buy

basically what’s considered raw honey. We trust good suppliers. That’s what we rely on,” said Groeb, whose headquarters is in Onsted, Mich.

Why Remove the Pollen?

     Removal of all pollen from honey “makes no sense” and is completely contrary to marketing the highest quality product possible, Mark Jensen, president

of the American Honey Producers Association, told Food Safety News.“I don’t know of any U.S. producer that would want to do that. Elimination of all pollen

can only be achieved by ultra-filtering and this filtration process does nothing but cost money and diminish the quality of the honey,” Jensen said.

“In my judgment, it is pretty safe to assume that any ultra-filtered honey on store shelves is Chinese honey and it’s even safer to assume that it entered

the country uninspected and in violation of federal law,” he added.

      Richard Adee, whose 80,000 hives in multiple states produce 7 million pounds of honey each year, told Food Safety News that “honey has been valued

by millions for centuries for its flavor and nutritional value and that is precisely what is completely removed by the ultra-filtration process.”“There is only one

reason to ultra-filter honey and there’s nothing good about it,” he says. “It’s no secret to anyone in the business that the only reason all the pollen is filtered

out is to hide where it initially came from and the fact is that in almost all cases, that is China,” Adee added. “There is a significant difference between filtration,

which is a standard industry practice intended to create a shelf-stable honey, and ultra-filtration, which is a deceptive, illegal, unethical practice.”
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WHAT’S WRONG WITH CHINESE HONEY?

    Chinese honey has long had a poor reputation in the U.S., where – in 2001
– the Federal Trade Commission imposed stiff import tariffs or taxes to stop
the Chinese from flooding the marketplace with dirt-cheap, heavily subsidized
honey, which was forcing American beekeepers out of business.
   To avoid the dumping tariffs, the Chinese quickly began transshipping
honey to several other countries, then laundering it by switching the color
of the shipping drums, the documents and labels to indicate a bogus but
tariff-free country of origin for the honey.
Most U.S. honey buyers knew about the Chinese actions because of the
sudden availability of lower cost honey, and little was said. The FDA —
either because of lack of interest or resources — devoted little effort to
inspecting imported honey. Nevertheless, the agency had occasionally
either been told of, or had stumbled upon, Chinese honey contaminated
with chloramphenicol and other illegal animal antibiotics which are danger-
ous, even fatal, to a very small percentage of the population. By the time
the FDA said it realized the Chinese honey was tainted, Smuckers had
sold 12,040 cases of individually packed honey to Ritz-Carlton Hotels and
Sara Lee said it may have been used in a half-million loaves of bread that

were on store shelves.

FDA’s Lack of Action
The Food and Drug Administration weighed into the filtration issue

years ago.
“The FDA has sent a letter to industry stating that the FDA does not
consider ‘ultra-filtered’ honey to be honey,” agency press officer Tamara
Ward told Food Safety News.
She went on to explain: “We have not halted any importation of honey
because we have yet to detect ‘ultra-filtered’ honey. If we do detect ‘ultra-
filtered’ honey we will refuse entry.”

Many in the honey industry and some in FDA’s import office say they
doubt that FDA checks more than 5 percent of all foreign honey shipments.
For three months, the FDA promised Food Safety News to make its
“honey expert” available to explain what that statement meant.  It never
happened. “The removal of pollen will make the determination of botanical
and geographic origin of honey impossible and circumvents the ability to
trace and identify the actual source of the honey,” says the European
Union Directive on Honey. Food Safety News asked Bryant to analyze
foreign honey packaged in Italy, Hungary, Greece, Tasmania and New
Zealand to try to get a feeling for whether the Codex standards for pollen
were being heeded overseas. The samples from every country but Greece
were loaded with various types and amounts of pollen. Honey from Greece
had none. You’ll Never Know

The majority of the honey that Bryant’s analysis found to have no
pollen was packaged as store brands by outside companies but carried a
label unique to the food chain. For example, Giant Eagle has a ValuTime
label on some of its honey. In Target it’s called Market Pantry, Naturally
Preferred  and others. Walmart uses Great Value and Safeway just says
Safeway. Wegmans also uses its own name. Who actually bottled these
store brands is often a mystery.
Rite Aid, Walgreen and CVS have yet to supply the information.

Why Care about Pollen?
Why should consumers care if their honey has had its pollen removed?

“Raw honey is thought to have many medicinal properties,” says Kathy
Egan, dietitian at College of the Holy Cross in Worcester, Mass.  ”Stomach
ailments, anemia and allergies are just a few of the conditions that may be
improved by consumption of unprocessed honey.”
But beyond pollen’s reported enzymes, antioxidants and well documented
anti-allergenic benefits, a growing population of natural food advocates
just don’t want their honey messed with.   Concocting a sweet-tasting
syrup out of cane, corn or beet sugar, rice syrup or any of more than a
dozen sweetening agents is a great deal easier, quicker and far less
expensive than dealing with the natural brew of bees.
Beekeepers Often Incorrectly Label their Honey
However, even the most dedicated beekeeper can unknowingly put incor-
rect information on a honey jar’s label. Bryant has examined nearly 2,000
samples of honey sent in by beekeepers, honey importers, and ag offi-
cials checking commercial brands off store shelves. Types include pre-
mium honey such as “buckwheat, tupelo, sage, orange blossom, and
sourwood” produced in Florida, North Carolina, California, New York and
Virginia and “fireweed” from Alaska.“Almost all were incorrectly labeled
based on their pollen and nectar contents,” he said. Out of the 60 plus
samples that Bryant tested for Food Safety News, the absolute most
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flavorful said “blackberry” on the label. When Bryant concluded his ex-
amination of the pollen in this sample he found clover and wildflowers
clearly outnumbering a smattering of grains of blackberry pollen. For the
most part we are not talking about intentional fraud here. Contrary to their
most fervent wishes, beekeepers can’t control where their bees actually
forage any more than they can keep the tides from changing. They offer
their best guess on the predominant foliage within flying distance of the
hives.“I think we need a truth in labeling law in the U.S. as they have in
other countries,” Bryant added.
FDA Ignores Pleas

No one can say for sure why the FDA has ignored repeated pleas
from Congress, beekeepers and the honey industry to develop a U.S.
standard for identification for honey.
Nancy Gentry owns the small Cross Creek Honey Company in
Interlachen, Fla., and she isn’t worried about the quality of the honey she
sells. She spent months of studying what the rest of the world was doing
to protect consumers from tainted honey and questioning beekeepers
and industry on what was needed here. Gentry became the leading force
in crafting language for Florida to develop the nation’s first standard for
identification for honey.

In July 2009, Florida adopted the standard and placed its Division of
Food Safety in the Department of Agriculture and Consumer Services in
charge of enforcing it.  It’s since been followed by California, Wisconsin
and North Carolina and is somewhere in the state legislative or regulatory
maze in Georgia, Virginia, Maryland, Ohio, New York, Texas, Kansas,
Oregon, North Dakota, South Dakota, West Virginia and others.  New
York Sen. Charles Schumer is one of more than 20 U.S. senators and
members of Congress of both parties who have asked the FDA repeat-
edly to create a federal “pure honey” standard, similar to what the rest of
the world has established.

(Thanks to co-Treasurer Cindy Bapties for this news story. The Whole
Foods company is the only major food distributor to adopt an organic
honey standard in 2010. Look for a summary of this significant, substan-
tive report in the fall issue of the newsletter.)
_________________________________________________________

See “Top Pollen Detective Finds Honey a Sticky Business” on Food Safety News.

National Pollinator Defense Fund Hires Program Director
      The National Pollinator Defense Fund (NPDF) has hired Michele Colopy

as their Program Director. This new nonprofit, begun by members of the

America Honey Producers Association, will defend managed and native

pollinators vital to a sustainable and affordable food supply from the ad-

verse impacts of pesticides. Ms. Colopy has more than seventeen years

of experience in a variety of nonprofit organizations, and holds a Master’s

degree in Nonprofit Management from The University of Akron. Her non-

profit experience includes work in the performing arts, housing and

homelessness, foreclosure prevention, community development, and

health and wellness. Michele has experience with bees as well, as her father

was a beekeeper in Ohio, and she helped him during the honey harvest.

For more information about the National Pollinator

Defense Fund contact www.pollinatordefense.org,

progdirector@pollinatordefense.org, or call 832-727-9492.



Proposal for Intermediate Bee School at Rhode Island College, 2013
(Summary of a discussion from meeting May 22, 2013 at RIC with Betty Mencucci (and husband Carlo),
Carolyn Fluehr-Lobban, Jim Murphy, RIC Sustainability Coordinator) and student intern [name please Jim]

An Intermediate Bee School, co-sponsored by RIBA and RIC, is planned in two sessions during the summer of 2013. The school will be taught by Betty
Mencucci and is open to all members of RIBA who are seeking to advance their beekeeping knowledge and skills beyond the introductory level course
that most have taken prior to becoming beekeepers.

The Intermediate Bee School will utilize the two existing beehives at RIC that were installed last year with the explicit mission of public education about
bees and beekeeping. The hives will be opened by RIBA caretakers of the hives Ed Lafferty and Scott Langlais for observation and demonstration of
technique and advanced education, while the more formal lectures will take place at the Kaufman Center on the east end of the campus of RIC.

Two separate classes will be held.  The first one is scheduled for Friday, July 19th from 10AM to noon and the other class is scheduled for Saturday,
July 20th from 10AM-noon.  The class will deal with subjects such as colony inspection, finding the queen, evaluating the strength and health of the hive,
swarm prevention, best practices for colony management and expansion, determining levels of varroa and creating splits.  Following the formal 2 hour
classroom session at the Kaufman Center auditorium, we will break for lunch.  From 12:30-1:30 pm there will be a lab to open the beehives for hands-
on learning.  Half of the class will proceed to the RIC beehives and the other half will go to Ed Lafferty's beehives on Fruit Hill Avenue near to the RIC
campus. In the event of foul weather, the lab will be postponed until the following weekend July 27 and 28th at the same time. These classes should be
advertised as soon as possible so we can take registrations.

The cost of the two sessions for the Intermediate Bee School is $ 35 for members and $50 for non-members. The number of enrollees will be limited
to 50 students per class.  

This is an experimental, first-time Intermediate Beekeeping School that RIBA has wanted to offer to its members for some years. The interests of
beekeepers and their feedback will be highly valued in this effort.
 
We also discussed running another class in September which would focus on harvesting honey and overwintering.
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Carolyn Fluehr-Lobban
RI Beekeepers' Association, Newsletter Editor
cfluehr@ric.edu

Betty Mencucci (bmencucci@cox.net

Jim Murphy (jmurphy2@ric.edu)

BEE JOKES

A man was driving down the road when he unexpectedly

ran out of gas.  As he sat there on the side of the road

contemplating what to do a little bee came flying by and

stopped to ask if she could help.  The man replied " I don’t

think you can help me I seem to have run out of gas".  The

little bee said to the man " Yes, yes I can help.  You wait

right here and I will be right back".  The man agreed to wait

and so the little bee flew off.  It wasn't long until the bee

returned with a whole swarm right behind her and they all

flew directly  into his gas tank. No sooner did they all go in

than they came out again and the little bee said to the man

" go ahead try to start your car"  so  he turned the key and

the car started right up. he was astonished and asked "

How did you do that?" The little bee replied "BP"

  (from Donna Brown, dctsp150@yahoo.com)

Overheard from an anonymous clever beekeeper at the

Saturday inspection of the beehives at RIC in response to

President Wood’s announcement that members will learn

how to mark queens by using drones:  “After we mark the

drones we’re going to be left with a box of drag queens.”

“HONEY IS A BEAUTY FOOD!”

There really isn’t a part of the body that cannot benefit from the

application of honey. Queen Anne of England used this simple honey

elixir for care and beautification of her hair.

Take one cup of honey and on-half cup of the finest grade of cold

pressed olive oil. Mix thoroughly in a jar until well-blended. The mixture

may be processed in a blender before pouring in a jar. Prepare the

mixture a day or two ahead of the time you intend to use it, but do not

refrigerate.

Before shampooing the hair, shake the honey-olive oil mixture vigor-

ously as it will have separated. Apply a generous amount of the honey-

oil solution to the hair and work thoroughly through the hair and well

into the scalp. Then place a plastic bag around the hair and fasten it—

this will allow the heat of your scalp to help the mixture penetrate the

hair. After half an hour shampoo the hair thoroughly rinsing out the

honey-oil mixture and enjoy the beautiful results.

From  The Miracle of Honey, Practical Tips for Health, Home and

Beauty by Penny Stanway   (thanks to my neighbor Erin Kate Mooney)
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